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Abstract. The IT- and data protection concept of the FAmiliäres Risiko für das 
KOloRektale Karzinom (FARKOR) project will be presented. FARKOR is a risk 

adapted screening-project in Bavaria, Germany focusing on young adults with 

familial colorectal cancer (CRC). For each participant, data from different sources 

have to be integrated:  Treatment records centrally administered by the resident 

doctors association (KVB), data from health insurance companies (HIC), and 
patient reported lifestyle data. Patient privacy rights must be observed. Record 

Linkage is performed by a central independent trust center. Data are decrypted, 

integrated and analyzed in a secure part of the scientific evaluation center with no 

connection to the internet (SECSP). The presented concept guarantees participants 

privacy through different identifiers, separation of responsibilities, data 
pseudonymization, public-private key encryption of medical data and encrypted 

data transfer. 
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1. Introduction 

The FAmiliäres Risiko für das KOloRektale Karzinom (FARKOR) project assesses the 

efficacy and safety of a risk adapted screening-program focusing on familial colorectal 

cancer (CRC) in young adults (aged 25-50 years of age) [1]. It is implemented in 

Bavaria, Germany [2]. The project integrates individual data from different sources: (1) 

individual diagnostic and treatment data from medical practitioners, (2) individual 

patient-reported lifestyle data, and (3) individual outcome data from health insurance 

companies (HIC).  

FARKOR has two parts: (1) Efficient selection of persons with familial colorectal 

cancer risk within a population of 3 million people, (2) offering safe and efficient 

screening approaches for the selected high risk population. FARKOR is a prospective, 

population-based cohort study. Its efficiency is assessed by (1) the number of advanced 

adenoma or carcinoma detected in the selected high-risk population, (2) a health 

economic evaluation that estimates avoided morbidity and mortality.   

A large number of practices enrolled into the project. All 35 health insurance 

companies working within Bavaria participate. They provide individual outcome data 
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regarding CRC mortality and morbidity. This allows to have control outcome of 

persons not enrolled in FARKOR.   

To implement and to run this project successfully, a reliable IT infrastructure and 

robust data protection concept has to be established that is also compliant with the new 

European General Data Protection Regulation (EU-GDPR) [3]. 

2. Methods  

2.1. Several institutions and responsibilities 

The FARKOR project integrates data from multiple sources and exchanges the data 

between different institutions (see Figure 1).   

 

2.2. Specific challenges and used methods  
 

Specific challenges regarding the data protection concept are:  1.) Integrating data from 

different sources; 2.) Protecting the privacy of participating individuals 3.) Protect 

business issues between the participating HICs (which patient is insured by which 

HIC); 4.) Providing the legal reasons for collecting the data (informed consent for 

subjects enrolled in FARKOR, permission to use individual data of persons not 

enrolled in FARKOR – the controls); 5.) Performing person rights: Informing about 

collected data or deleting the records on request; 6.) Providing a 24/7 availability of the 

IT-infrastructure.  

The FARKOR IT- and data protection concept is built on several strategies [4-10]: 

Informational separation of powers (Informationelle Gewaltenteilung [11]) by using 

different identifiers for data of different origin [4]; Pseudonymization of identifiers [5] 

and encryption of personal health information [6]; a trust center [7] and concepts of 

asymmetric encryption and pseudonymization [8-10]. 

Integration of HIC data over multiple databases uses standardized terminologies 

like the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10), Operationen- 
und Prozedurenschlüssel (OPS) and Einheitlicher Bewertungs Maßstab (EBM). 

3. Results 

3.1. IT- and data protection concept with data flow 

The program started in October 2018. By end of December 2019 about 9000 persons 

were enrolled. The data capturing, data encryption, data flow (see Figure 1), 

pseudonymization and data decryption work appropriately.  

A specific data service by the resident doctor’s association (1) KVB data service 
administrates the individual project data. It is separated from the institution’s routine 

data and general activities. The (2) trust center pseudonymizes the data identifiers. 

The KVB data service provides an internet portal to document the medical data: 

demographic, diagnostic, and treatment data of individuals enrolled in FARKOR. After 

informed consent, participants are enrolled by their primary care physician who does a 

basic familial CRC risk assessment. In case of a positive assessment, the participant 
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will be referred to specialists for further staging and potential screening measures. The 

KVB data service encrypts the data and makes it available to the trust center for 

download.  

Record linkage between the medical data and the individual health insurance data 

uses the social security numbers (KVNR). The trust center downloads the medical data 

from the KVB data service, removes the specific HIC IDs, pseudonymizes the 

individual IDs, and makes the data available for download to the secure evaluation 

environment (SECSP). The SECSP is a secure part in the secure evaluation center 

(SEC) with no connection to the internet. 

 

 

Figure 1. Data flow in the FARKOR project. 

 

The trust center provides at scheduled points in time, the social security numbers 

(KVNR) and a pseudonym of the KVNR of the FARKOR participants to the HICs for 

download. The HICs match individual data with related ICD-10, OPS and EBM codes 

according to the specified identifiers. The HICs pseudonymize the data accordingly, 

remove the KVNR and deliver the pseudonymized data back to the trust center. The 

trust center pseudonymizes the HIC data, performs the record linkage and allows to 

download the data to the SECSP. The HICs data is now doubly pseudonymized. 

The concept of informational separation of powers requests, that all medical data is 

encrypted by the KVB data service and has to be decrypted in the SECSP. Encryption 

uses public-private-key RSA encryption. Patient-related data are encrypted with the 

public key. The identifying variables are not encrypted for pseudonymization purposes. 

It was requested by the LMU’s IRB that the trust center cannot read the medial data.  

The SECSP downloads the data and decrypts the individual medical data with the 

private key. Then the SEC performs data storage, data integration and analysis.  All 

data transfers are transport-encrypted. 

Furthermore, lifestyle data are important for the analysis. The SEC created 

individual FARKOR-IDs, which are delivered to the KVB data service. These IDs are 

provided to the participants when they enroll and allows login to the lifestyle 

questionnaire website. Participants use their internet browser to answer the lifestyle 
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questionnaire. The corresponding server is hosted in the SEC. These data will be 

transferred to the SECSP and integrated to the project data with the FARKOR-ID.  

The health economic evaluation is carried out by partners at the Private University 

for Health Sciences, Medical Informatics and Technology (UMIT). They perform their 

analysis within the SEC. No data leaves the SECSP. 

3.2. Warranty of the participants rights  

Participants may request at any time a copy of their individual data stored. They can 

also withdraw their consent of participation in FARKOR at any time. Their requests are 

handled in a standardized manner. The process for withdrawal is shown in Figure 2. To 

date, four participants have withdrawn their consent. The corresponding data was 

deleted from the analysis data. So far, no participant has requested access to their data 

records. 

 

 

Figure 2. Data flow when participants withdraw their consent. 

4. Discussion 

The FARKOR IT- and data protection concept enables the integration of multi-source 

data. To our knowledge, this paper describes for the first time an EU-GDPR conform 

simultaneous integration of individual HIC as well as project data during the course of 

the study. The integration of HIC data allows to have control groups of persons not 

enrolled in FARKOR, as well as data for subjects enrolled that supplements data 

documented during medical examinations. This makes it necessary to collect and store 

social security numbers (KVNR). This record linkage process is complex. The KVNR 

is stored and pseudonymized in the trust center and communicated to the HICs. The 

KVNR is not transmitted to the SECSP. The medical data will be encrypted in the 

KVB data service and decrypted in the SECSP. The medical data and the FARKOR-ID 

are only available in encrypted form to the trust center. 

5. Conclusion 

To integrate the multi-source data, a strong IT infrastructure as well as an appropriate 

data protection concept is needed to guarantee participating persons privacy. This is 

achieved by using different identifiers for data of different origin, pseudonymization of 

identifiers in a trust center, encrypted data transfer and encryption of patient-related 

data.  
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